






































Up, Up & Away: The Right Route towards 

the Future of Vertical Cities

marcus evans takes great pride in organising our flagship event, the 8th Annual 
Vertical Cities conference in Singapore from 6th-8th March 2019. Key industrial 
players are facing various challenges in developing new skyscrapers to cater to 
the requirements of the emerging vertical urbanisation. Uncover practical 
insights, real world success stories, lessons learned, future high-rise project 
opportunities and new vertical living trends across regions.

With the growing needs for social connectedness, ease of movement, safety and, 
sensory stimulation, do not miss interesting case studies focusing on delivering 
smarter and greener human-centric tall buildings.

Featuring a panel of esteemed speakers Ahmed Abdelrazaq - Senior Executive 
Vice President and Executive Project Director of PNB 118, and Project Executive 
(Lakhta Centre), Samsung C&T Corporation, South Korea; Marshall Strabala – 
Design Partner at Strabala+Architects, China; Ame Engelhart – Director, SOM, 
Hong Kong; John Gerondolis – Principal, Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart, USA; 
Giles Robinson – Senior Partner–Deputy Head of Studio, Foster+Partners, UK; 
Andrew King – Design Principal, Lemay, Canada; Manal Rachdi – Owner, OXO 
Architects, France; Gregory Kovacs – Design Director, Benoy, Hong Kong; Caro-
line Fenlon-Harding – Senior Vice President, WSP, USA; and Michele Pasca – 
Associate Director, Zaha Hadid, UK, and many more.

With this conference branching into two focused streams which include ‘Master-
planning & Design Innovation’ – a focus on how to design humanised towers 
that deliver a vibrant environment to foster social interactions between the 
habitants. Gain innovative ideas and perspectives on how to best incorporate 
both private and shared spaces within high-rise buildings to ensure sustainable 
vertical living; along with the second stream titled ‘Structural Engineering, 
Construction & Technologies’ – whereby it highlights the latest structural 
innovations to ensure stability, safety and sustainability, as well as to gain insights 
on mitigating risks for building fire safety through case studies from world-
famous skyscrapers. Day Three, titled  ‘Cities in the Sky: Towards A Sustainable 
Vertical Future’, will consist of a series of case studies of innovative green 
projects across regions focusing on developing a new generation of sustainable 
skyscrapers. Discover the latest innovations in creating energy-saving and zero-
carbon high-rises, as well as engage in an interactive panel discussion with 
industry futurists to understand what makes a “smart skyscraper”, and 
experience the future of developing high-rises through a live demo of 
Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality.

Visit https://events.marcusevans-events.com/vertical-cities2019/ to learn more 
about the event, or contact AaleyxiaT@marcusevanskl.com | +603 2603 2592 for 
more information 










